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Possible consequences of language contacts

Languages of Siberia

Contact zones in Siberia

Consequences of language contacts in 
Siberian context



Language contacts and their possible 
consequences

– Bi- or multilingualism

Interference
borrowings, 
structural borrowings
code-switching
Sprachbund

– Language shift
– Language death

– Contact languages:
Pidgions
Mixed languages



Languages of Siberia: language families

Uralic 
Altaic
Yeniseic
Chukotko-Kamchatkan
Eskaleutic
Yukagir
Sino-Tibetan

Isolate 

Mixed language



Uralic languages
Ugric: North Khanty (6500 speakers), East 

Khanty (1500), 
Mansi (North mansi) (ab. 900)
Samoyedic: Tundra Nenets (18000), Forest 

Nenets (under 1500), Tundra Enets (ab.10), Forest 
Enets (ab. 25), Nganasan (ab. 30), North Selkup
(600), South (under 10)

Permic: Komi (Izhma dialect) (ab. 2000)



Altaic languages:
Tungusic: Evenki (ab. 3000), Even (ab. 2500), 
Negidal (5), Nanai (ab. 300), Ulchi (ab. 40), Udege
(ab. 70), Uilta (Orok) (under 10)

Mongolic: Buryat (218557)

Turkic: Altai (46000), Tuvinian (283000),  Khakas
(42604), Yakut (441000), 
Kumandin (500), Tuba (200), Chelkan (280), Teleut
(900), Telengit (ab. 3000), Shor (2839), Tofa (under 
20), Chulym-Turkic (under 20), Siberian Tatar (ab. 
1500)



Yeniseic languages:
Ket (ab. 60)

Chukotko-Kamchatkan languages:
Chukchi (ab. 2500), Koryak (1500), Alutor
(ab. 150); 
Itelmen (ab. 10)

Eskaleutic languages: 
Siberian Yupik (Chapliski Yupik) (400),  
Naukan Yupik (under 100); 
Yukagir languages:
Tundra Yukagir (under 30), Kolyma Yukagir
(under 20)



Sino-Tibetan languages :
Taz (Northern Chinese dialect) (under 10 
semi-speakers ?)

Isolate:
Nivkh (ab. 100)

Mixed language: 
Copper Island Aleut (2)



Languages of the area, which disappeared within 
the last 50 years

• Bering Aleut  2021
• West Mansi early 2000s
• Oroch 2008
• Kerek 2005
• Sirenik Yupik 1997
• Yug ab. 1992
• Kamas 1989
• Sakhalin Ainu  1980s (in Japan 1994)
• Soyot 1970-е
• South Mansi late 1960s







Language contacts in the area:

The case of North Selkup





North Selkups’ neighbours, (old and new) and 
their languages

Enets (Samoyedic, Uralic)

Forest Nenets (Samoyedic, Uralic)
Tundra Nenets (Samoyedic, Uralic)
Ket (Yeniseic)
Evenki (Tungusic, Altaic)
Khanty (Ugric, Uralic)

Russian (Slavic, Indo-European)





2) Northern Selkups’ neighbours, old and 
new

Sources of information on linguistic situation in 
the first half of the XXth century

in Northern Selkup local communities
1. Documents of the past
А) Publications
-Statistics (Population censuses);
-Works by ethnographers, linguists, 

economists etc.
-Descriptions of the areas done by non-

professionals (sivil servants, travellers, 
etxc.)

Б) Archival data
Diaries, reports, letters…



2. Retrospective 
А) Publications of archives

Б) Field data (1971; 1993 – 2015)
-Family stories;
-Intervews aiming at extracting information on 
the languages spoken in the past in the 
family and in the community;

-Sociolinguistic surveys: questionnaires, giving 
information on linguistic biographies of the 
respondents and his/her parents and 
grandparents.



Dynamics of multilingualism in North Selkup
local communities

- [Assimilation of Enets by Selkups (the Upper 
and MiddleTaz, the XVIIth - XVIIIth century)]

- Khanty-Selkup bilingualism, assimilation of 
Khantys by Selkups (the Upper Tolka) 

- Selkup-Khanty bilingualism, assimilation of 
Selkups by Khantys (the Vakh)



- Evenki-Selkup bilingualism, assimilation of Evenkis
by Selkups (the Upper Taz) 

- Selkup-Evenki bilingualism, assimilation of Selkups
by Evenkis (the Upper Turukhan)

- Selkup-Ket bilingualism, assimilation of Selkups by 
Kets (the Lower Kureika: (disappearence of the 
Karasino Selkup dialect), Kellog, Baklanikha, 
Surgutikha)

- Ket-Selkup bilingualism, assimilation of Kets by 
Selkups (the Middle Turukhan) 





• Documents of the past: publications

The Upper Taz: assimilation of the Sym 
Evenkis by Selkups

«I didn’t notice any tention between the 
Tunguses and the Selkups of the area. 
Though the Tunguses represent one third of 
the population their, they are almost fully 
assimilated with the Ostiak-Samoyeds. 
Evenki-Ostiak-Samoyed family relations 
having a long history (several generations) 
can be found practically in every tent. 



The Tungus (Evenki) language,  though 
preserved in some households,  practically 
is not used outside home even among 
relatives, the Evenkis of the Upper Taz use 
Selkup instead. The Tungusic youth and 
children forget their mother tongue, in 
some tents it is almost forgotten even by 
the middle-aged» (Skalon 1930: 130).



• In 1971 at the Upper Taz (the village of 
Ratta) all the village residents spoke 
Selkup, elderly Evenkis (over 60) also 
spoke Evenki as their first language. In the 
younger generations there were some 
Evenki speakers, but not many. 

• In 1996 there were still several elderly 
Evenki Speakers (under 10). 

• By 2012 none spoke Evenki in the basin of 
the Upper Taz any more.







The Upper Tolka: assimilation of the Vakh Khantys
by Selkups

«People say, about half a century ago (actually 
probably earlier) (in the middle of the XIXth
century or something like that) a certain Vakh
Khant from the Kunin clan moved with his sons 
to the Upper Tolka. (...) The family grew and was 
supported by two more families from the Vakh, 
which joited them later, so that the Vakh Ostiaks
occupied practically all the Tolka basin down to 
the Devil’s Lakes system; three Kunin families 
settled down at the Devil’s Lakes. (...)



Now we have 15 families of the Vakh Ostiaks
(Khantys) in this area. Having mixed with the 
Ostiak-Samoyeds and having no living 
connection with the Vakh the Ostiaks acquired 
their language. They usually speak the local 
(Selkup) language among themselves, in some 
families the Vakh (Khanty) is no more a native 
language, the youth and especially the 
children often don’t know the Vakh language 
at all. (…) The connection with the Vakh is still 
preserved only by the wealthy part of the 
population» (Skalon 1930: 130-131).





• Archival data: published recently

The Lower Kureika: assimilation of Selkups
by Kets

According to the data of the Arctic population 
census 1926-1927 at the right bank of the 
Yenisei by the mouth of the Kureika River 
side by side with Ket camps their were 
camps of the Baikha Selkups (Katalog… 
2005: 296-447). 



Close Ket-Selkup contacts brought to the 
assimilation of this local Selkup group by 
Kets who outnumbered Selkups. The 
majority of the residents of the village of 
Maduika (where the Kureika Kets were 
removed) have Selkup ancestors. Family 
stories of Maduika Ket residents reflect the 
completion of the process of the shifting of 
the Kureika Selkups to Ket by the early 
2000s (Field data 2006). 





• Archival data: unpublished 

The Middle Turukhan: assimilatin of Kets by 
Selkups

In his Janov Stan diary Georgy Prokofiev 
who was director of the boarding school in 
Janov Stan in 1925-1928 mentions Ket-
Selkup families residing in the area who 
passed Selkup to their children, but not 
Ket (Prokofievs’ Archive).









Present-day situation in Northern Selkup
communities

In all the settlements, including those where Nothern
Selkups represent the majority and where 
traditional occupations (hunting, fishing, reindeer 
herding) are still  preserved, the main means of 
communication both at home and in the 
community life is Russian.

All the Northern Selkups are Russian speakers, but 
only about 10% of them (about 200) are active 
Selkup speakers. It should be mentioned that quite 
many of them originate from multilingual families.

Only in the elder generation the remnants of the 
former local multilingualism still can be found.  



Contact induced changes in Northern 
Selkup local dialects

- Disappearence of the Dual in some local 
dialects
- Reduction of the Mood system
- Reductian of the Conjugation Type system
- Lexical borrowings
- Structural borrowings in lexicon



Language contacts in the area:

The case of Evenki



Evenkis’ neighbours, (old and new) and their 
languages
Yakut              Dolgan
Buryat
Uilta (Orok)
Nanai
Negidal
Nivkh
Ket
Northern Selkup Southern Selkup
Forest Enets
Tundra Nenets
Even
Russian



Linguistic situation in Evenki communities

In all the settlements with Evenki population 
where we worked, including those where the 
Evenkis represent the overwhelming majority 
and where they still keep reindeer herding thus 
preserving traditional way of life, the main 
means of communication both at home and in 
the community life is Russian. All Evenki speakers 
are bilingual with Russian as their second or their 
first language.



In some settlements (Tokma, Vershina Tutury, 
Yukta, Mutorai, Viakhtu, Okha, Val) the younger 
Evenki speakers are over 60-70 years old.





Now the Evenkis are shifting to Russian, but some 50-
100 years ago shifts to other contacting languages also 
happened, primarily to Yakut



Bodaibo district: the assimilation of the 
Khomolkho Evenkis by the Khomolkho Yakuts



Documents: published data

Bodaibo district, Irkutsk region: linguistic situation 
in the Evenki local groups

Evenki population Competence in Russian

Mamakan 48 8 (5 men, 3 women) 16,7%
Tolondo 10                  8 (5 men, 3 women) 80%
Khomolkho 114           63 (40 men, 23 women) 
55%

Many Evenkis are competent in Yakut, some 
declared Yakut their native language.
(Samokhin 1929)





The Perevoz Evenkis having shifted to Yakut (2018)



Contact induced changes in language 
structure 

The case of clusivity in Evenki



Personal pronouns 1PL
Inclusive bi / mit / miti / mut ‘we (including you)’

Exclusive bu (mun-) ‘we (excluding you)’

Posessive pronouns
Incl bit-ki / mit-ki / mut-ki / mut-ŋi
‘ours (and yours)’
Excl mun-ŋi ‘ours (but not yours)’

Reflexive pronouns 
Incl mə:r-ti ‘our (and your) own’
Excl mə:r-bun / mə:r-wun ‘our (not your) own’



Personal verb forms 1PL (all but the imperative)
INCL  -p -pi / -t / -ti
gu:n-d’ə-rə-p say-IPFV-NFUT-1PL.INCL 
‘we (I /we and you) are talking’
EXCL  -w /-wun /-bun 
g:n-d’ə-rə-w say-IPFV-NFUT-1PL.EXCL 
‘we are talking (and you are not)’

Imperative: INCL -gAt / -wAt / -mAt / -ŋAt
gu:n-mət say-IMPER.1PL.INCL ‘let’s say!’
EXCL  -wwun
gu:ni-wwun say-IMPER.1PL .EXCL ‘let us (not 
you) say!’



Posessive forms of nouns 1PL
INCL  -t  / -p
oro-ri-t reindeer-PL-POSS1PL.INCL ‘our (and your) 
reindeer'
EXCL  -mun / -wun / -bun
oro-ri-wun reindeer-PL-POSS1PL.EXCL ‘our reindeer, but 
not yours’



Personal verb forms and posessive nominal forms 
1Pl are not many in our corpus, as the majoryty of 
its texts are narratives. They occur only in 
rendering dialogues. And there the most frequent is 
the form of the imperative inclusive:



(1) Kələ mit aŋ-gat, garpat-mat-kat=kat
HORT  1PL.INCL that-IMPER.1PL.INCL shoot.with.the.bow-RECIP-

IMPER.1PL.INCL=FOC
‘Let’s do that, let’s shoot with the bows at each other!’ 
(Chirinda 2007)

(2) Bu suru-rə-w
1PL.EXCL  go-NFUT-1PL.EXCL

‘He went’ (Strelka 2007)



Elicitation data

bu and mit are often mixed 

In some local groups bu, in other mit or mut are 
preferred.

Even if the difference in their meaning is still 
perceived, they can be mixed, bu being interpreted 
as ‘we all together, with you’  and mit as ‘we 
without you’ 



(3) Bu suru-rə-p
1PL.EXCL  go-NFUT-1PL.INCL
‘We (but not you) went (with you)’

(4) Mit amaka-wa baka-ča:-wun
1PL.INCL  grandfather-ACC find-PST-1PL.EXCL
‘We (with you) found (without you) a bear 
(grandfather)’ 



Still the elicitation shows that there is a verb form 
that is well preserved even by semi-speakers, that is 
the 1PL inclusive imperative:

suru-wət, o:-wət, baka-gat, ect.



Development of the opposition of
minimal vs extended exclusiv forms
in Evenki

mit - mut



mit 1PL.INCL.MIN
(5) Mit mə:-riktə-l-ti huru-d’əŋə-t
1PL.INCL.MIN RFL-LIM-PL-POSS.1PL.INCL go-FUT-1PL.INCL
‘Only we (I and you) will go)’

(6) Mit girkilə-l-gət d’uktə
1PL.INCL.MIN be.friends-INCH-IMPER.1PL.INCL together
‘We (you and me) let us be friends’

(7) e:-l-ba=wal ďew-ďe-fki-nə  hinčə ďelum
mit-tuk, mit-tu ə-nə-l borirə
what-PL-ACCD-INDEF eat-IPFV-PHAB=FOC it.seems
secretly 1PL.INCL.MIN-ABL 1PL.INCL.MIN-DAT NEG-CVSIM-
PL share-PNEG
‘They eat something, it seems, secretly’ (Chirinda)



mut 1PL.INCL.EXT

(8) Mut həwəki-du həhən-ŋət bolgisa-d’a-ri-wa-n 
1PL.INCL.EXT god-DAT tell-IMPER.1PL.INCL hurt-IPFV-
PPROC-ACC-POSS.3SG
‘We (you all and me) let’s tell to the god how he hurts us’.



Written texts

(9) Mosa – mut-ŋi baji-t
forest 1PL.INCL.EXT-POSS.IND rich-POSS.1PL.INCL
‘The forest is our (belonging to all of us) possesion’ (REM)

(10) Kətə amudi-l mut-tu
Many lake-PL 1PL.INCL.EXT-DAT
‘We (you too) have many lakes’ (REM)



Elicitation results:

The oppsition ‘MIN INCL - EXT INCL’ forms is spread 
in about half of the documented Evenki local 
dialects, primarily in the North, but it is also found 
in some local dialects of the East (Tokma, Vershina
Tutury and Sakhalin). 



It seems that the contacts with the languages 
having dual in their number category could be a 
source for this development. 





Thank you!


